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SOLO

Small is Big

A fragrance powerhouse capable of 
scenting up to 220 square feet, the 
Solo incorporates technology that 
maximizes efficiency and air flow 
dynamics. The scents last between 
45 and 60 days and the simple 
functionality ensures the Solo is easy 
to use. Fragrance delivery is constant 

and ever-present.

Smart Scent Delivery

The specially designed centrifugal fan 
is driven by a certified Mabuchi motor. 
Coupled with intelligent programming, 
consistent fragrance intensity is 
ensured throughout the life of the refill 

cartridge.

Fragrance on the Move 

You don’t have to mount the Solo on 
a wall. Because of the environmentally 
friendly dry refill, the Solo can be used 
anywhere and in any orientation. Use it 
on your desktop, shelving unit, window 
sill, side table or under a table! It can 
be moved freely from space to space. 
The solo stands alone as a tasteful, 
elegant solution for your small space, 

fragrancing needs.

*Fragrances up to 220 sq. ft. in minutes

Do you want a discreet, 
effective and stylish 

fragrance diffuser? This is 
the best on the market for 

use in small spaces*.



DUAL

Sleek, Modern, Effective

The Dual’s streamlined cylindrical design, 
achieves maximum aerodynamic efficiency. 
This coupled with the silent centrifugal fan, 
keeps the fragrance constant and ever-
present. The scents last between 45 and 60 
days and the simple functionality, ensures 

extreme ease of use.

Smart Scent Delivery

The specially designed centrifugal fan assembly 
are driven by certified Mabuchi motors. This 
coupled with intelligent programming, ensures 
consistent fragrance intensity throughout the 

life of the refill cartridges.

Perfect for any Environment

Because of the environmentally friendly dry 
refill, the  Dual can be used anywhere. Mount 
the Dual on any wall or show it off in a more 
personal setting (reception desk, shelving 
unit, window ledge) by using the desktop 
stand.When set to Dual fan operation, a 
space of up to 600 sq. ft. can be fragranced. 
The installation and placement of the Dual is 
paramount to achieving maximum coverage.

Creativity Unleashed

You don’t have to smell the same fragrance 
all day. Just insert two different fragrance 
cartridges and the Dual will automatically 
rotate the fragrances according to the 
chosen setting. When both fans are running 
simultaneously the two selected fragrances 
will combine beautifully to deliver one unique, 

natural scent.

*Fragrances up to 600 sq. ft. in minutes

Are you tired of the same aroma everyday? Do you want 
to create your own fragrance blend? With the Dual, 

medium-sized spaces* never smelled so good.



MARASCHINO  
ALMOND

The Three 
Fragrance Families

Made in America 

HYscent refill cartridges are made in the USA using APAT (Advanced 
Polymer Absorption Technology). Proprietary manufacturing techniques 

ensure the highest quality and consistency.

hyscent.com

heritage
Your ‘go-to’ collection of familiar and comforting scents featuring a broad 
range of classic favorites to suit any mood and refresh any space

WARM  
VANILLA

CITRUS  
HARVEST

FRAGRANCE FREE 
(ODORAXE)

Eliminate malodor 

safely with no added 

fragrance. 



Natural
HYscent refills are made from a proprietary polymer 

blend, infused with pure, essential and fragrance 

oils. The absence of propellants and harmful solvents 

make HYscent refills the “eco happy” and long-lasting 

solution for your fragrancing needs. Malodors are 

actively removed, leaving the purity of scent that only 

nature can provide.

aspirational
A carefully curated collection of on-trend scents that inspire and 
indulge with sophistication, style and beauty

RAINFOREST  
BLOSSOM

COASTAL  
WINDS

POMEGRANATE

SOFT 
POWDER

LAVENDER  
FIELDS

KYOTO  
MIST

PACIFIC  
WAVES

SWEET  
MANGO

SUMMER  
LILIES

CRISP  
LINEN



Safe... of course
Conforming to the regulations set by IFRA (International Fragrance Regulatory 

Association) and RIFM (Research Institute for Fragrance Materials), we are 

proud to produce safe, natural and beautiful fragrances. 

THAI  
LEMONGRASS

SICILIAN  
LEMON

COFFEE  
BEAN

CRUSHED  
PETALS

GREEN  
APPLE

CEYLON  
CINNAMON

BLOOD  
ORANGE

SEA SPRAY

THIEVES  
OIL BLEND

NEROLI  
SPRING TEA

WHITE TEA &  
SANDALWOOD



world
Bold, exotic and intriguing, inspired by the finest ingredients from 
around the globe, these scents are steeped in culture and history

Visit our website
hyscent.com

SPICED  
MUSK

MANCERA ROSE  
VANILLE

KISMET

ROYAL OUD

ATTAR  
BOUQUET

PARADISE  
NECTAR



Made in the USA

HYSO LLC, 746 Gotham Parkway, Carlstadt, NJ 07072    hyscent.com

HYscent enhances the environmental 
experience by providing innovative 
dispensing technology, delivering 
naturally beautiful fragrances for 

everyone.


